The nonlinear stability of stationary and oscillatory double-diffusive convection in an Oldroyd-B fluid layer is investigated using a perturbation method. The cubic Landau equations are derived and based on which the stability of stationary and oscillatory bifurcating solutions in the neighborhood of their critical values is discussed. The boundary between stationary and oscillatory convection demarcated by identifying a codimension-two points in the viscoelastic parameters plane. The bifurcating solution is found to be subcritical depending on the choices of physical parameters. Heat and mass transport are estimated in terms of Nusselt numbers. The effect of Prandtl number is observed only in the case of oscillatory motions and increase in its value is to decrease the heat and mass transfer. Besides, increasing relaxation and retardation parameters is to decrease and increase the amount of heat and mass transfer, respectively in the stationary case, while these parameters found to exhibit an opposing kind of behavior in the case of oscillatory motions.
INTRODUCTION
The study of thermal convection in viscoelastic fluids has been a subject of considerable interest and attracted the attention of researchers for several decades. These fluids possess some elasticity and occur in many industrial and natural flows such as those in the food, cosmetics, pharmaceutical and petroleum industries, bioengineering, geothermal energy utilization, carbon dioxide geologic sequestration, construction of oil wells and mud flows. In polymer processing the melt flows at high temperature before the extrusion process and in such situations understanding of convection processes in viscoelastic fluids and in particular control of instabilities becomes important in order to avoid the appearance of non-homogeneities in the final product. Hence, it is very essential to know the convective behavior in viscoelastic fluids.
The Rayleigh-Bénard instability for viscoelastic fluids has been studied extensively and copious literature is available (Green, 1968; Vest and Arpaci, 1969; Sikolov and Tanner, 1972; Eltayeb, 1977; Rosenblat, 1986; PerezGarcia, 1990, 1992; Larson, 1992; Khayat, 1995; Martinez-Mardones et al., 1996; Kolodner, 1998; Li and Khayat, 2005; Swamy and Sidram, 2012 ). An unusual result observed, contrary to the stationary onset in Newtonian fluids, is that the onset of convection in viscoelastic fluids occur via oscillatory convection depending on the fluid elasticity. Using DNA suspensions, Kolodner, (1998) experimentally confirmed this behavior of instability and it was observed in dilute polymer solutions, consisting of a Newtonian solvent and a polymeric solute which is well represented by the Oldroyd-B constitutive model (Bird et al. 1987) . Hirata et al. (2015) examined convective and absolute nature of instabilities in Rayleigh-Bénard-Poiseuille mixed convection for viscoelastic fluids.
Double-diffusive convection in a Newtonian fluid layer has been studied extensively, both experimentally and theoretically, because of its wide range of applications in many fields of science and engineering (for details see Chen and Johnson, 1984) . Excellent reviews on the development of this subject are reported (Turner, 1973 (Turner, , 1974 (Turner, , 1985 Huppert and Turner, 1981; Platten and Legros, 2011) . But the consideration of binary fluid aspects in the study of convective instability in viscoelastic fluids seems to be pertinent as these fluids involve solvent and solute. Kolodner (1998) also attributed that the discrepancy between his experimental prediction and theoretical results could be due to the neglect of binary fluid aspects with viscoelastic properties in the theoretical analysis. Nonetheless, the study has received only limited attention in the literature. Martinez-Mardones et al. (2000) performed a weakly nonlinear stability analysis for stationary convection in a binary Oldroyd fluid considering Soret effect. Malashetty and Swamy (2010) discussed linear and a weakly nonlinear double-diffusive convection in a viscoelastic fluid layer. Ashraf et al. (2016) investigated mixed convection flow of an Oldroyd-B fluid over a stretching surface with convective boundary conditions. Double diffusive convection in a viscoelastic fluid-saturated porous layer is also discussed (Malashetty et al. 2009; Awad et al. 2010; Tan, 2008, 2011; Kumar and Bhadauria, 2011; Malashetty and Biradar, 2011; Altawallbeh et al. 2017) . 
where T  is the coefficient of thermal expansion,
S
 is the coefficient of solute expansion and 0  is the reference density. The nonlinear constitutive equation for an Oldroyd-B fluid is (Rosenblat, 1986; Bird et al. 1987) 
where  is the stress tensor, 
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where primes indicate perturbations over their equilibrium counterparts. Equation (8) is substituted back into the governing equations and the perturbation equations are written in the dimensionless form by introducing the scaling d ,

, T  and S  as reference quantities for length, time, perturbation velocity, stress components, temperature and solute concentration, respectively. The pressure is then eliminated by operating curl once and the stream
to obtain the stability equations in the form (after neglecting the primes) 
The boundaries are rigid stress-free and perfect conductors of heat and solute concentration. The corresponding boundary conditions are:
In components, Eq. (13) can be expressed as
where
NONLINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
The nonlinear stability analysis is carried out using the perturbation method (Rosenblat, 1986; Venezian. 1969 
where Tc R is the critical Rayleigh number chosen depending on the type of bifurcation. Also, a small time scale is introduced in the form 2 st   and the operator t is replaced depending on the nature of bifurcating solutions. 
Bifurcation of Steady Solutions
where 13 ii GG  are the nonlinear terms which are determined using previous order solutions. The equations for the stress components have the forms
where ii XZ  are the nonlinear terms which are determined using previous order solutions.
The boundary conditions are
The first order solution corresponding to 
which is independent of viscoelastic effects and coincides for the Newtonian fluid (Veronis, 1968 
Bifurcation of Periodic Solutions
where i  is given by Eq. (22) and 13 ii HH  are nonlinear terms to be determined consecutively. The boundary conditions are given by Eq. (24). The equations for the stress components have the forms
The quantities ii XZ  are to be determined consecutively. At first order, the equations are linear and homogeneous whose solution corresponding to R is calculated using the procedure explained in Raghunatha et al. (2018) .
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As in the stationary case, a cubic Landau equation is derived from the third order equations in the form 
From Eq. (47) one can obtain 2 24 1 2 1 1 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Double-diffusive nonlinear stationary and oscillatory convection in an Oldroyd-B fluid layer has been investigated using a perturbation method. The stability of bifurcating stationary and oscillatory solutions is discussed by deriving the cubic Landau equations. The criterion for the onset of stationary and oscillatory convection is given as the nonlinear stability analysis for these cases is based on the results of linear instability theory. Both stationary and oscillatory onset critical thermal Rayleigh numbers coincide at well-defined parametric conditions and consequently, a codimension-two bifurcation occurs. The results so obtained are illustrated on a S R  . The region above each curve corresponds to the system unstable under oscillatory convection and below which the system is unstable under stationary convection. For a fixed value of 2  , the value of 1  at which codimension-two bifurcation occurs decreases with increasing Pr . RR. The effect of increasing 1  (Fig. 5a) is to decrease the Nusselt number while increase in 2  (Fig. 5b) 
CONCLUSIONS
A weakly nonlinear stability of double-diffusive stationary and oscillatory convection in a viscoelastic fluid layer considering the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation is investigated. The cubic Landau equations are derived and the stability of stationary and oscillatory bifurcations in the neighborhood of their critical values is analyzed. The main observations are pointed out below.
 A codimension-two bifurcation occurs at welldefined parametric conditions and the value of 1  at which it occurs decreases with increasing Prandtl number in the viscoelastic parameters plane.
 The viscoelastic parameters influence the stability of stationary bifurcation despite their effect is not felt on the stationary onset. The stationary bifurcation depends on viscoelastic parameters and both subcritical and supercritical bifurcations occur over a certain range of parameters. If the additional solute concentration field is destabilizing, then the stationary bifurcation always bifurcates supercritically.
 The oscillatory bifurcating solution becomes subcritical at higher values of solute Rayleigh number with increasing retardation parameter and Prandtl number, while an opposite trend could be seen with increasing relaxation parameter.
 Heat and mass transfer increases with increasing retardation parameter and decreasing relaxation parameter in the stationary case, while an opposite kind of behavior is noticed in the oscillatory case. The effect of increasing Prandtl number is to decrease the Nusselt numbers. 
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